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Must/Mustn't for Strong Recommendations 
and Advice:

Must (Positive):
• Example: It's stunning! You really must read 

Michael Connelly's latest book.



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•Must (Positive):
• Example: The scenery is breathtaking; you really 
must visit the Grand Canyon at least once in 
your life.



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•Must (Positive):
• Example: The food here is incredible; you must 

try their signature dish—it's a culinary delight.



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•Must (Positive):
• Example: It's stunning! You really must read 

Michael Connelly's latest book.



Must (Positive):
examples

•The exhibition is breathtaking; you really must
visit it before it ends.

•The professor's lecture on quantum physics is 
mind-blowing; you must attend the next session.



Must (Positive):

•The view from the summit is incredible; you must 
see it at sunset.



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•Mustn't (Negative):
•Example: It wasn't your fault. You mustn't blame 
yourself.



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•Mustn't (Negative):
•Example: Losing the match was a team effort; 
you mustn't blame yourself for the defeat.



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•Mustn't (Negative):
•Example: Missing one deadline doesn't define 
your work ethic. You mustn't doubt your abilities.



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•Mustn't (Negative):
• It was an honest mistake; you mustn't dwell on 
it. Learn and move forward.



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•Mustn't (Negative):
• Example: After a minor setback, you mustn't 
give up on your goals; perseverance is key.



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•Mustn't (Negative):
•Example: Despite the criticism, you mustn't
doubt your creative abilities; trust your unique 
vision.



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•Mustn't (Negative):
• Example: In challenging times, you mustn't
isolate yourself; reaching out to friends can 
provide support.



select the right option: must Or 
musn’t



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•you ________ hesitate to ask for help if you are 
unsure about something.

•a) must
•b) mustn't



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•you ________ hesitate to ask for help if you are 
unsure about something.

•a) must
•b) mustn't
•Correct Answer: a) mustn’t



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•In the laboratory, students ________ wear safety 
goggles to protect their eyes; it's advisable.

•a) must
•b) mustn't



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•In the laboratory, students ________ wear safety 
goggles to protect their eyes; it's advisable.

•a) must
•b) mustn't
•Correct Answer: a) must



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•In a library, you ________ talk loudly to maintain 
a quiet environment; it's advised.

•a) must
•b) mustn't



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•In a library, you ________ talk loudly to maintain 
a quiet environment; it's advised.

•a) must
•b) mustn't
•Correct Answer: b) mustn't



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•During a job interview, candidates ________ 
exaggerate their qualifications.

•a) must
•b) mustn't



Must/Mustn't for Strong 
Recommendations and Advice:

•During a job interview, candidates ________ 
exaggerate their qualifications.

•a) must
•b) mustn't
•Correct Answer: b) mustn't





Should/Ought To for Less Emphatic 
Recommendations:

•Should:
•Example: Even people as young as twenty-five 
should consider a personal pension.



Should/Ought To for Less Emphatic 
Recommendations:

•Should:

•Example: Before embarking on a trip, you should 
research local customs and traditions.



Should/Ought To for Less Emphatic 
Recommendations:

•Should:

•Example: Before embarking on a trip, you should 
research local customs and traditions.



Should/Ought To for Less Emphatic 
Recommendations:

•Should:
•Example: When facing a challenging decision, 
you should consult with experienced colleagues.
•Example: To maintain a healthy lifestyle, you 
should incorporate regular exercise into your 
routine.



Should/Ought To for Less Emphatic 
Recommendations:

•Ought To:

•Example: Children ought not to spend long 
periods in front of a computer screen.



Should/Ought To for Less Emphatic 
Recommendations:

•Ought To:

•The underlying shift in public opinion ought not 
to be exaggerated.



ought to    should

ought to’ is used to instil a 
more formal tone in the 
sentence. Ought” is a modal 
verb used to indicate 
obligation, duty, or moral 
requirement. It is also used in 
combination with “to” or “not 
to”.

"Should’ less formal, les 
Emphatic is used to give 
advice/suggestion when you  
thinks sth is right . The word 
‘should’ also shows probability.
."



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

You ________ consider your friend's feelings 
before making a decision.

a) should
b) ought to



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

You ________ consider your friend's feelings 
before making a decision.

a) should
b) ought to
Correct Answer: a) should



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

In this situation, you ________ be more careful 
with your words.

a) ought to
b) should



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

In this situation, you ________ be more careful 
with your words.

a) ought to
b) should
Correct Answer: a) ought to



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

Students ________ complete their assignments 
on time to excel academically.

a) should
b) ought to



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

Students ________ complete their assignments 
on time to excel academically.

a) should
b) ought to
Correct Answer: a) should



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

We ________ respect the environment by 
reducing our carbon footprint.

a) should
b) ought to



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

We ________ respect the environment by 
reducing our carbon footprint.

a) should
b) ought to
Correct Answer: b) ought to



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

Children ________ be supervised when using the 
internet.

a) should
b) ought to



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

Children ________ be supervised when using the 
internet.

a) should
b) ought to
Correct Answer: a) should



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

Employees ________ inform their supervisor 
about any issues at the workplace.

a) ought to
b) should



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

Employees ________ inform their supervisor 
about any issues at the workplace.

a) ought to
b) should
Correct Answer: a) ought to



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

People ________ be tolerant of cultural 
differences.

a) should
b) ought to



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

People ________ be tolerant of cultural 
differences.

a) should
b) ought to
Correct Answer: b) ought to



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

We ________ be grateful for the opportunities we 
have in life.

a) ought to
b) should



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

We ________ be grateful for the opportunities we 
have in life.

a) ought to
b) should
Correct Answer: a) ought to



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

In emergencies, you ________ call for help 
immediately.

a) should
b) ought to



Quiz: Choose the Correct Modal Verb 
(Ought To or Should)

In emergencies, you ________ call for help 
immediately.

a) should
b) ought to
Correct Answer: a) should



Expressing Desires, Preferences, and 
Disagreements with "Would



Desires and Preferences with "Would" + 
Infinitive with To:

• We often use would + infinitive with to with 
verbs of liking and preference (like, love,

prefer, etc.) to express desires and preferences:
Example: 
We'd love to come to your wedding on 6th 
September. Thank you for the  invitation.



Desires and Preferences with "Would" + 
Infinitive with To:

• We often use would + infinitive with to with 
verbs of liking and preference (like, love,

prefer, etc.) to express desires and preferences:
Example: 
We'd love to come to your wedding on 6th 
September. Thank you for the  invitation.



Desires and Preferences with "Would" + 
Infinitive with To:

• I'd prefer to lose weight by a tried and tested 
method than by a new trendy diet.



Desires and Preferences with "Would" + 
Infinitive with To:

Examples:

• I'd love to visit Paris next summer.
• She would prefer to watch a movie rather than 

go to a party.
• We would like to try the new restaurant 

downtown.



"Would Like" + Object:

Examples:

-He would like you to help him with the project.
-Would you like a cup of tea?
- I would like a quiet weekend getaway.



references with "Would Rather" / "Would 
Sooner.

Examples:

- Our delegates would rather not stay at the 
conference center.
- She would rather go for a hike than stay 
indoors.
- I would rather have a salad for lunch.



references with "Would Rather" / "Would 
Sooner.

Examples:

- Our delegates would rather not stay at the 
conference centre.
- She would rather go for a hike than stay 
indoors.
- I would rather have a salad for lunch.



references with "Would Rather" / "Would 
Sooner.

Examples:

- She would rather go for a hike than stay 
indoors.
- We would sooner take the early flight than risk 
missing the meeting.



Disagreements in a Polite Way with 
"Would"/"Wouldn’t

- Examples:
- I wouldn't say that the new policy is entirely 
fair.
- He would rather not comment on the matter at 
this time.
- We wouldn't go that far, but we do have some 
concerns



Choose the right answer:
- 1.White coffee is nice, but I would sooner ___________ 
(have/to have/had) it black.
2.I would rather you __________(don’t touch/didn’t 
touch/not touched )that.
3.You should join us. Thanks, but I ____________(I’d 
rather not /would rather don’t/didn’t) rather.
4. I would rather you ____________ (wear not/don’t 
wear/didn’t wear) your boots in the house.
5.We would rather you ___________(not brought/ didn’t 
bring/don’t bring )the children.



Choose the right answer:
1. White coffee is nice, but I would sooner have it black.

2. I would rather you didn't touch that.
3.You should join us. Thanks, but I 'd rather not .
4.I would rather you didn't wear Wrong your boots in the 
house.
5.We would rather you didn’t bring the children.



Vacation Planning:
Scenario: You are planning a week-long vacation 
with friends. What kind of destination would you like 
to visit, and what activities woud you prefer during 
the trip? 
Learning Opportunities:
Scenario: You have the chance to take a course in a 
new skill or hobby. What subject would you like to 
explore, and which specific course would you prefer 
to enroll in?



Thank you 



The role of articles in descriptive writing

The

An

A

Definite

Neptune is the 
eighth planet from 

the Sun

Indefinite

Jupiter is a gas giant 
and the biggest 

planet of them all

Types of 
articles

Earth is the third 
planet from the Sun 

and the only one 
that harbors life 



The role of articles in descriptive writing

General meaning

Venus is the second 
planet from the Sun

Languages

Neptune is the eighth 
planet from the Sun

Years, months…

Mercury is the closest 
planet to the Sun

Next, last

Despite being red, Mars is 
actually a cold place

Meals

Jupiter is the biggest 
planet of them all

TV

Earth is the third planet 
from the Sun 

Zero article uses



The role of articles in descriptive writing

Omission of 
articles

Jupiter is a gas giant 
and the biggest planet 

in the Solar System

"She went to school" 
instead of "She went to 

the school"

Overuse of 
articles

Mars is full of iron oxide 
dust, which gives the 

planet its reddish cast

"The Spanish is a 
language" instead of 

"Spanish is a language"

Incorrect article 
selection

Neptune is the fourth-
largest planet in the 

Solar System

"He saw the lion at the 
zoo" instead of "He saw 

a lion at the zoo”

Common mistakes with articles



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Examples and common mistakes when using articles

Common mistake "She found book on the shelf”

Correct example "She found a book on the shelf”

Common mistake "He is the excellent student"

Correct example "He is an excellent student”



The role of articles in descriptive writing

Earth is the third 
planet from the Sun 01

Despite being red, 
Mars is a cold place04

Neptune is the eighth 
planet from the Sun03

Venus is the second 
planet from the Sun02

Jupiter was named 
after a Roman god 05

Mercury is the closest 
planet to the Sun 08

Saturn is a gas giant 
and has several rings 07

Pluto is classified as a 
dwarf planet 06Rules for 

using 
articles a/an



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Article agreement guide

Singular/plural Venus has a beautiful name, but also 
very high temperatures

Specific/generic noun Neptune is the fourth-largest planet in 
the Solar System

Countable/uncountable nounEarth is the third planet from the Sun 
and the only one that harbors life 



The role of articles in descriptive writing

øA/anTheSentence

✔___ dog chased ___ cat up ___ tree

She's reading ___ interesting book about art

They visited ___ Eiffel Tower in Paris

Instructions: identify and classify the articles used. Articles can be either definite (the), 
indefinite (a/an), or sometimes omitted (zero article)



The role of articles in descriptive writing

She’s an actress, and she won ___
award for her performance

Thea

Anb

No articlec

We went to ___ zoo and saw ___ lions 
and tigers

Thea

Anb

No articlec

Instructions: select the correct article or choose "No article" if not needed



The role of articles in descriptive writing

They went to store to buy groceries

Rewrite the sentence correctly hereCorrection

I need advice on how to fix car

Rewrite the sentence correctly hereCorrection

He's reading book I recommended to him

Rewrite the sentence correctly hereCorrection

Instructions: identify and correct the errors in article usage



The role of articles in descriptive writing

Topic name

You can write your paragraph here

Instructions: choose a topic and write a short descriptive paragraph. Make sure that you 
use articles effectively to create a vivid and engaging description



The role of articles in descriptive writing

Corrected paragraphDescriptive paragraph

You can rewrite the paragraph here"The teacher entered classroom and saw 
student holding beautiful rose. Student 
offered rose as sign of gratitude for 
helping with difficult assignment."

Instructions: identify and correct the errors in article usage



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: select the most suitable article based on the context provided 

He bought ___ shirt he saw in the display

A specific shirt he’s referring toContext

You can write your answer hereSolved

I need ___ advice on handling stress

General guidanceContext

You can write your answer hereSolved



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: identify the appropriate article based on noun-adjective agreement. Pay 
attention to noun gender and number agreement when selecting the correct article

She adopted ___ adorable puppy

Rewrite the sentence including the article here

He bought ___ expensive watch

Rewrite the sentence including the article here

She received ___ intriguing invitation

Rewrite the sentence including the article here



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: write descriptive sentences about each image, using appropriate articles to 
introduce and describe the elements in the picture

You can write your sentence here

You can write your sentence here



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: add the articles to the correct place on the sentence

CorrectionSentences

You can write your answer herePlayed piano he beautifully

You can write your answer hereWent to zoo we enjoyed

You can write your answer hereSaw horse a in field

You can write your answer hereHeard music I was beautiful

You can write your answer hereDrove car to mechanic for repairs



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: determine if the usage of articles in the sentence is correct (true) or 
incorrect (false)

FalseTrueThe elephants are largest land mammals

FalseTrueApples are tasty fruits

FalseTrueHe took train to work

FalseTrueBooks are source of knowledge

FalseTrueThey went to concert last week

FalseTrueShe wants to become doctor



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: explain why a specific article (definite, indefinite) or no article was used in 
the sentence on the right

Your explanationSentence

You can write your answer hereMom bought bread from store

You can write your answer hereThey saw polar bear at zoo

You can write your answer hereMom made cake for party

You can write your answer hereHe wants to become actor



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: answer if the use of the articles is correct or incorrect

The students went to the beach

Correct

Incorrect

An dog barked loudly

Correct

Incorrect

The artist painted a masterpiece

Correct

Incorrect

They admired view from mountain

Correct

Incorrect



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: match the correct article to ensure agreement between the nouns and 
adjectives provided

Your sentenceNounAdjective

You can write your answer hereGardenBeautiful

You can write your answer hereStudentSmart

You can write your answer hereBookInteresting

You can write your answer hereMealDelicious



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: explain why a particular article is needed based on the context provided

They visited city for the first time

First-time visit to a known cityContext

You can write your explanation hereExplanation

He is scientist and works in university

General occupation and workplaceContext

You can write your explanation hereExplanation



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: identify and eliminate the articles that are not needed

I saw an interesting the movie yesterday

You can rewrite the sentence here

She has the beautiful a cat

You can rewrite the sentence here

The the dog barked loudly

You can rewrite the sentence here



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: make sentences for the articles below

øA/anThe

You can write your 
sentence here

You can write your 
sentence here

You can write your 
sentence here

You can write your 
sentence here

You can write your 
sentence here

You can write your 
sentence here

You can write your 
sentence here

You can write your 
sentence here

You can write your 
sentence here



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: write descriptive sentences including the nouns on the right

SentencesNoun

You can write your sentence hereTree

You can write your sentence herePen

You can write your sentence hereCar

You can write your sentence hereMountain



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: match the nouns to the corresponding articles

Computer

Elephant

Teacher

River

The

A

An



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: find and highlight all the articles on the text below

"Last summer, our family took a trip to the mountains. We stayed in a cozy cabin nestled 
among tall trees. Each morning, we woke up to the sound of birds chirping and the fresh 
mountain air. One day, we went on a hike along a trail that led to a magnificent waterfall. 
The water cascaded down the rocks, creating a stunning sight. We also spotted a family 
of deer grazing in the meadow nearby. Our evenings were spent by a crackling fire, 
sharing stories and roasting marshmallows. It was a wonderful experience that left a 
lasting impression on us."



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: identify any missing or incorrect articles within the news headlines and 
correct them by adding or modifying the articles

"President signed agreement with country"

You can write your answer hereCorrected

"Tiger rescued from circus”

You can write your answer hereCorrected

"Scientist discovered new species of bird”

You can write your answer hereCorrected



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: read the dialogue displayed on the slide between two characters.
Notice any incorrect articles used by the characters in the dialogue

“I went to school yesterdayPerson A

“Why did you go to school”Person B

"Yes, I saw ducks swimming in pond"Person A

"Ducks? How many were there?”Person B

“There were few ducks”Person A

Which incorrect articles 
used did you found on 

the dialogue?

Your answer here



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: remember an exciting moment on your life, add a picture that represents it 
and write a descriptive text using articles

My exciting moment

You can write your paragraph here



The role of articles in descriptive writing
Instructions: use and include all the words on the right to write a descriptive text using 
articles (definitive and indefinite)

You can write your descriptive paragraph hereMelancholic

Cottage

Serenity

Cityscape

Lake



Instructions for use

For more information about editing slides, please read our FAQs or visit our blog:

https://slidesgo.com/faqs and https://slidesgo.com/slidesgo-school

If you have a free account, in order to use this template, you must credit Slidesgo in your final presentation. Please refer 
to the next slide to read the instructions for premium users.

As a Free user, you are allowed to:

- Modify this template.
- Use it for both personal and commercial projects.

You are not allowed to:

- Sublicense, sell or rent any of Slidesgo Content (or a modified version of Slidesgo Content).
- Distribute Slidesgo Content unless it has been expressly authorized by Slidesgo.
- Include Slidesgo Content in an online or offline database or file.
- Offer Slidesgo templates (or modified versions of Slidesgo templates) for download.
- Acquire the copyright of Slidesgo Content.



Instructions for use (premium users)

As a Premium user, you can use this template without attributing Slidesgo.

You are allowed to:

● Modify this template.
● Use it for both personal and commercial purposes.
● Share this template in an editable format with people who are not part of your team.

You are not allowed to:

● Sublicense, sell or rent this Slidesgo Template (or a modified version of this Slidesgo Template).
● Distribute this Slidesgo Template (or a modified version of this Slidesgo Template) or include it in a database or in 

any other product or service that offers downloadable images, icons or presentations that may be subject to 
distribution or resale.

● Use any of the elements that are part of this Slidesgo Template in an isolated and separated way from this 
Template.

● Register any of the elements that are part of this template as a trademark or logo, or register it as a work in an 
intellectual property registry or similar.

For more information about editing slides, please read our FAQs or visit our blog:

https://slidesgo.com/faqs and https://slidesgo.com/slidesgo-school



Infographics

You can add and edit some infographics to your presentation to present your data in a visual way.

● Choose your favourite infographic and insert it in your presentation using Ctrl C 
+ Ctrl V or Cmd C + Cmd V in Mac.

● Select one of the parts and ungroup it by right-clicking and choosing 
“Ungroup”. 

● Change the color by clicking on the paint bucket. 
● Then resize the element by clicking and dragging one of the square-shaped 

points of its bounding box (the cursor should look like a double-headed arrow). 
Remember to hold Shift while dragging to keep the proportions.

● Group the elements again by selecting them, right-clicking and choosing 
“Group”.

● Repeat the steps above with the other parts and when you’re done editing, copy 
the end result and paste it into your presentation.

● Remember to choose the “Keep source formatting” option so that it keeps the 
design. For more info, please visit our blog.


